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Persian idioms with the structure class C1 (Maurice Groos, 1996)

Persian : وحید تاب خورد

Transliteration: Vahid tab khord-past

Translation: Vahid swing eat

Gloss: Vahid had fun

,وحید Vahid is the subject (N0)

,تاب tab (swing) is the direct object (C1)

,خورد khord (eats) is the verb (V)

Introduction
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Project aim

• The main goal of this paper was to prepare a database of

Persian idioms that could be used in the computational

processing of that language.
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Objectives

 Selection of web sources for the collection of idioms

 Building a database of Persian idioms

 Building FST tools for corpus exploring

 Corpus parsing and idioms candidate extraction

 Evaluation
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Methodology

Selection of web sources

- Queries on the web

- Using Google and AVG * browsers

- From January 2013 to May 2013

- Systematically survey of results, the first top ten pages per query

* AVG: http://www.avg.com/eu-en/secure-search
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These are the most relevant queries that have been used.

Q1)

[فارسیزبانعامیانهاصطالحاتفرهنگ ]

Farhange estelahate amiane zabane Farsi

“Persian language expressions dictionary”

Q2)

[فارسیزبانبهرایجوعامیانهاصطالحات ]

Estelahate amiane va rayej be zabane Fars

“common expressions in Persian language”

Q3)

[فارسیزباناصطالحاتفرهنگ ]

Farhange estelahate zabane Farsi

“expressions dictionary of Persian language”
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Several hits were discarded as not relevant, namely:

 Sites about English idioms and other languages in Farsi.

 Sites that did not contain enough idiomatic expressions and were

really poor to be considered as a source.

 Many of them just give some general information about Persian

idiomatic expressions and advertise dictionaries of idioms that will be

publish in the future.

 Websites that contains old Persian expressions.

 Sites appearing more than once in each query.

We retained 7 websites as a valid source and we collected 131, C1 type

idioms from them and the other idioms that is 233 different idioms,

collected from two dictionaries of Persian idioms.
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Building a database of Persian idioms (class C1)
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Building FST tools for corpus exploration

Intersecting the tabular data with finite-state transducer (FST), using

the Unitex* (3.0) corpus processing tool.

Unitex*:http://www-igm.univ-mlv.fr/~unitex/index.php?page=0
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Reference graph
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Intersecting the reference graph with the database
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C1res.grf



C1res.0181.grf

Persian : انداختسنگوحید
Transliteration: Vahid sang andakht

Translation: Vahid is throwing stone

Gloss: Vahid is a trouble maker
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C1res.0173.grf

Persian: وحید دم در آورد
Transliteration: Vahid dom daravard

Translation: Vahid evolves tail

Gloss: Vahid becomes shameless
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Concordance from TEP corpus
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Corpus parsing and idioms candidate extraction

The corpus TEP: Tehran English-Persian Parallel Corpus

• from Natural Language and Text Processing Laboratory of Tehran

University

• 4 million tokens on each side

• Sentence Aligned

Processing with Unitex 3.0

556.234 sentence delimiters

15.166.987 (64.492 diff) tokens

4.485.147 (64.365 ) simple forms

3.239.250 (10) digits
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Evaluation

As the purpose of this project is to build a lexical database,

the evaluation consist in three tasks:

1) Estimating the scope of the database

2) Determining the precision of the task of identifying the idioms,

using the Unitex tools

3) Association measures
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Estimation of idioms database scope

To estimate the scope of the database idioms, we produced

this dummy FST to extract all the instances containing the

verb and the lexical constant C1 from the text.
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Database with the past and present stem of each idiom verb (the

dummy FST is built according to this table)
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Concordance of dummy FST
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The results of the reference FSTs for idioms with the verbs ,کردن
kardan (to do) and ,زدن zadan )to hit), with and without insertions.

Experiment Number of

entries (types)

Number

of matches

Different

idioms (types)

Entire database with insertion 364 1,754 115

Entire database without insertion 364 584 68

kardan (to do) with insertion  ,کردن 57 510 36

 kardan (to do) without ,کردن

insertion

57 107 23

zadan )to hit) with insertion ,زدن 47 84 12

 zadan )to hit) without ,زدن

insertion

47 60 7
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Concordances result of each dummy FSTs

kardan (to do) ,کردن zadan ( to hit) ,زدن

TP FP S TP FP S

FST w/ Ins 34 81 395 49 18 17

FST w/o Ins 53 54 0 42 18 0
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Determine precision of identification by using the Unitex tools

kardan (to do) ,کردن zadan (to hit) ,زدن

FST w/ Ins 0.29 0.73

FST w/o Ins 0.50 0.70
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Association measures

For the idioms that were captured by the FST using the entire

lexicon-grammar of kardan (to do) and zadan, (to hit), we

calculated two association measures; t-test and chi-square.

(Manning and Schütze, 2005)

Idioms with the verb زدن, zadan (to hit).T-test and Chi-square
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Idioms with the verb ,کردن kardan (to do)”T-test and Chi-square
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Comparison of T-test and Chi-square

T & χ²

(1  1)

~T & χ²

(0  1)

T & ~ χ²

(1  0)

~(T & χ²)

(0  0)

کردن (kardan) to do 4 11 _ 8

زدن (zadan) to hit 2 5 _ _
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Conclusion

• Results indicate that depending on the verb, namely, if the

verb has a more grammatical status or is a full verb, it may

be necessary to adjust insertion windows between the key

elements of the idiom.

• Precision varies depending on the verb.

• Association measures are valid strategies to capture these

types of idioms; however, their precision depends on the

idioms’ verb, as the presence of support verbs may vary the

results.
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Future work

• Enhance the syntactic complexity of the reference graphs in

order to capture other syntactic patterns such as permutation

• Plug the existing graphs with the Persian dictionary of inflected

forms

• Extend the collection of idioms by using other sources,

augmenting the lexical coverage of the lexicon-grammar of the

idioms.

• Extend the collection of idioms to other types of Persian

idioms
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